
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, ALLAHABAD
Subedarganj, Allahabad - 211 011

On the basis of Written Exam conducted on 24/02/2013 for the posts mentioned below Cat. 01, 03 
& 07 of Centralized Employment Notice No.- 5/2012 & Cat. 04 of CEN No. 6/2010 Candidates 
with following Roll Nos. have provisionally been found suitable for being called for Document 
verification to be held at the office of Railway Recruitment Board, Allahabad at 10.00 hrs on 
24/01/2014 (Friday) as per schedule indicated below:

Post: Staff Nurse, Cat- 01 of CEN-5/2012

Post: Pharmacist-III, Cat-03 of CEN-5/2012

13125011000572 13125014000152 13125011000082 13125011000262 13125011000366

13125014000287 13125012000058 13125012000194 13125014000024 13125012000344

13125014000119 13125012000242 13125014000153 (Thirteen Only)

Wait listed candidates : 

13125011000642 13125012000138 13125012000056 13125014000112  (Four Only)

 13125031000311 13125034000089 13125031001509 13125031002252 13125031001412
13125031002145 13125032000213 13125032000084 13125034000119 13125032000231
13125032000647 13125032000281 13125033000006 (Thirteen Only)
Wait listed candidates:  13125031002437 13125031002217 13125031000057
13125032000730 13125033000038 (Five Only)

CHAIRMAN
"Serving Customer with a Smile"

RESULT FOR DOCUMENT VERIFICATION                     

Date : 30.12.2013

Post: Lab Assistant Gr. II, Cat-07 of CEN-5/2012

13125072000086 (One Only)
Wait listed candidates: 13125072000011 (One Only)

Post: Physiotherapist, Cat-04 of CEN-6/2010

13106041001312 13106041000510 (Two Only)
Wait listed candidates: 13106041000837 13106041001365 (Two only)

The candidates bearing roll numbers under 30% extra are provisionally called for Verification of 
Certificates & Genuineness of Candidature AS WAIT LISTED CANDIDATES. These 30% additional 
candidates are being called over & above the number of vacancies primarily to avoid shortfall in the 
panel due to absenteeism of selected candidates etc. if any. It should be noted by the candidates, 
that merely calling for the “Verification of documents & Genuineness of candidature” does 
not in any way, entitle them for an empanelment/ appointment in railways.

Call letters are being sent to the Candidates by registered post, but even in case of non-receipt 
of intimation by post, candidates are hereby directed to report on the specified date. Candidates 
must bring their original certificates in support of their date of birth, qualification, caste etc in 
original along with attested/self attested copies & 2 recent photographs. The OBC Certificates 
must have the non-belonging in creamy layer clause as per the specified proforma. Candidates 
must ensure that their name, name of their father and other particulars in their original certificates 
must match with entries made in their application form. SC/ST/OBC candidates must also ensure 
that the address mentioned in their caste certificates must tally with the entries of permanent 
address made by them in their application forms.

IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting 
them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully 
computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, the possibility of inadvertent errors 
can not be ruled out. The Board reserves the right to rectify the same later on. 

Results/notices also available on RRB/Allahabad website www.rrbald.nic.in  & 
www.rrbald.gov.in  Help line tele no. 0532-2222585
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